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INTRODUCTION: 
At least since the early part of the nineteenth 
century, there has been almost universal agreement among 
economists that the nature and course of international trade 
can be most accurately described in terms of the ability of 
one country to produce a particular good more efficiently 
than another. Development of trade theory has taken the 
form of more accurate and precise determination of what 
"efficiency" refers to and the attempt to solve the question 
of why certain nations are more efficient than others in 
producing certain goods. The contemporary version of the 
classical theory is known as the Heekseher-Ohlin theorem. 
As expressed by Bertil Ohlin, it is distinguished from 
earlier versions of classical theory by its substitution of 
a more advanced theory of value for the outdated labor 
theory of Ricardo and others. However, as it does not differ 
in essence from other versions it will be taken here as the 
representative of the classical theory in general. 
Ohlin believed that the reason that a country could 
produce a commodity more efficiently than another country was 
because it was endowed with a comparatively large amount of 
the faotors of production necessary to produce that particular 
good. With few exceptions, this was taken to be the sufficient 
explanation of trade. Until very recently, no statistics as 
to the actual factor composition of the goods that were 
traded had ever been compiled. Then, in 1953, Professor 
Wassily Leontief' announced the results of' such a st~dy that 
he had undertaken. He found that goods exported by the 
United States have a higher percentage ef' labor and less 
capital than have the goods that it produces in competition 
with imports. If the Ohlin, and therefore the entire classical 
analysis, is valid, this implies that we have a comparatively 
large supply -of' labor and little capital. This is diametri-
cally opposed to th.e common evaluation of' the American 
capital position. 
On the other hand, this is perhaps an argument that 
the classical analysis does not accurately describe trade 
patterns. A dilemma appears. Either the apparently most 
reasonable explanation of trade is not valid or is at least 
inadequate, or the ideas that are widely held as to the 
relative amount of' capital in the United States, which appear 
to have some support independent ef a study of trade, are 
incorrect. Professor Leontief' · prefers the latter explanation. 
The classical treatment does describe trade accurately. It 
is simply that the United States has a relative surplus of' 
labor and a scarcity of' capital. 
The stllldy has evoked a torrent of comment • A substan-
tial proportion of it is critical of either Professor Leontief's 
method ~f arriving at his data or of' his interpretation of it. 
That is, many commentators have sought to preserve both the 
classical treatment and their well-embedded ideas ceBeerning 
the amount of capital in the United States. They have 
attempted to avoid the dilemma by denying the data giving rise 
to it. Others have accepted the study as important empirical 
evidence that the classical theory is inadequate. 
This paper will briefly present the arguments for 
and against the utility of the classical doctrine. It will 
first describe the evol•tion of the Ohlin treatment, then 
the theory itself. Leontief's study will be reviewed and 
following this a resUme of the commentaries on it will be 
presented. Finally, the entire question will be summarized 
and my own position will be given. 
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CHAPTER I 
CLASSICAL TRADE THEORY BEFORE OHLIN 
In a sense, the Wealth or Nations may be thought of 
as an apology for the values of the large and powerful 
merchant class of eighteenth century England. The termination 
of hostilities with France left England with a great deal of 
unused productive capacity. At the same time, continental 
Europe had suffered considerable damage to its ability to 
produce. The opportunity ror profit through trade was quite 
apparent to the English manuracturer and merchant. Rising 
pressure was exerted against the retaining wall of mercantilist 
doctrine and its protectionist base. If gold and silver alone 
constituted wealth then it followed that the accumulation of these 
through an excess of exports ever imports was the end of trade~ 
Trade appeared as a battle between nations in which 
the country with an export surplus was victorious. If one 
country gained then the other must have lost. Defenses 
against the enemy took the form of prohibitory duties, quotas 
and outright embargoes. But if treasure was not wealth, the 
theoretical frame of mercantilism would crumble. Protectionist 
measures would be not only unprofitable but also unpatriotic. 
The atmosphere demanded and, in a sense, produced the intel-
lectual refutation of the theory or mercantilism. That is, 
it produced the thinking found most importantly in the Wealth 
of Nations. 
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Pernaps the basic premise in Adam Smith's great work 
is that goods and not precious metals constitute wealth. An 
increase in productivity is the means to an increase in wealth 
and this increase in productivity is primarily brought about 
by the division of labor into more specialized functions. 
It is the great multiplication of the productions of 
all the different arts, in consequence of the division 
of labour; which occasions, in a well governed society, 
that universal opulence whiih extends itself to the 
lowest ranks of the people. 
The division of labor is able to increase the output 
of goods because of the increased skills that result from the 
more minute concentration of function, the saving of time 
previously l0st in passing from job to job and the inventions 
that somewhat consistently foliow a more thorough understanding 
of a particlllar task. Dividing up what was formerly one 
operationinto several and dev~l~ping expert workmen in-~ach of 
the relatively simple functions that remain, will increase 
the quantity of output from the same total input. The 
limiting factor is the size of the market for the goods• 
When the market is very small, no· person can have 
any encouragement to dedicate himself entirely to 
one employment, for want of the power to exchange 
all that surplus part of the produce of his own 
labour, which is over and above his own consumption, 
for such parts of the produce of other men•s labour 
as he has occasion for.2 
1Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes 
of the Wealth of Nations (Modern Library, New York: R~dom 
House, 1937), p. 11. 
2 . ~., P~ 17. 
There is little use iniexpanding output through a 
I 
more efficient use of labor if [this extra amount--these new 
I 
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, g0ods which cannot be consumed iby the producer ... -is unable to 
be sold. International trade is a means of widening the 
scope of the market, of increasing the number of petentiai 
customers for a goodQ A natio~ will increase its wealth if 
i 
I 
it is able to freely exchange ~he surplus resulting from its 
i 
I division of labor for a foreig*er's goods. Protectionism is 
i 
therefo~e an important inhibit~on to national prosperity. 
I lf a foreign country can s~pply us with a commodity 
cheaper than we ourselves ~an make it, better buy 
it of them with some part qf the produce of our ow.a 
. industry, ~mployed in a way in which we have some 
advantage.-' · ! · 
Th~:t·· is, where one nation has ~n· advantage over anothei/ in 
I 
produeihg a good, it should eo~centrate on this and. exchange 
I 
surplus amounts of it for fore~gn goods which can be prodaeed 
i 
more cheaply abroad. · 
Smith, then, was at once the demolisher of mercantilist 
f 
I 
thought and the creator, if oniy in rudimentary form, of what 
has become known as the classical doctrine of trade. Trade 
between nations is a source of wealth. As an invisible hand 
directs the avaricious tendencies of individuals into socially 
desirable ends, so the egoistibal stratagems of nations also 
increase the world supply of g~ods. 
3Ibid., p. 424. 
The period between the publication of the Wealth of 
Nations in 1776 and David Ricardo's Principles of Political 
Economy and Taxation, which first appeared in 1817, was one 
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of comparatively unimportant analysis and elaboration of ideas 
already found in Smith. Although it is true that even Ricardo 
borrowed in wholesale quantities from the Wealth of Nations, 
it is equally true that his more precise and penetrating mind 
gave many of the ideas, found in Smith in germinal form, new 
stature. Moreover, Ricardo made several original contributions 
to economic doctrine. None were more important than his 
discovery and expression of the doctrine of comparative costs• 
Smith had shown that a nation could gain from the 
export of goods which were produced more efficiently in this 
country than abroad. Ricardo pointed out that even this was 
not necessary. All that was required for profitable trade 
was that one of two countries not be equally more efficient 
in the production of all goods. Even if a country could preduce 
all goods more efficiently than another country, if it could 
only produce some more efficiently than others, gain could 
accrue. 
The doctrine of comparative costs maintains that if 
trade is left free each country in the long run tends 
to specialize in the production of and to export 
those commodities in whose production it enjoys a 
comparative advantage in terms of real costs, and to 
obtain by importation those commodities which could 
be produced at home only at a comparative disadvantage 
in terms of real costs, and that such specialization 
is to the mut~al advantage of the countries partici-
pating in it. 
4Jacob Viner, Studies in the Theorl of International 
Trade (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1937 , p. 438. 
Ricardo illustrated this principle with his 
famous wine and cloth model: 
COUNTRY 
Portugal 
England 
AMOUNT OF LABOR REQUIRED FOR 
PRODUCING A UNIT OF 
CLOTH ~ 
90 
100 
80 
120 
Portugal can manufacture a unit of cloth with 90 
labor units whereas England requires 100 units of labor 
g 
to produce it. Moreover, Portugal uses only SO labor units 
to make a unit of wine compared to England's 120 units of 
labor. Portugal has an absolute advantage in the production 
of each of the goods. It is clear, however, th.at Portugal 
has a greater (absolute) advantage making wine than it does 
manufacturing cloth. An alternative way of expressing this 
idea is to say that Portugal has a comparative advantage in 
the production of wine. The implication, of course, is that 
England's least disadvantage, or its comparative advantage, 
lies in the manufacture of cloth. Portugal should export 
wine in exchange for cloth. Each country should produce 
• • • those commodities for which by its situation, 
its climate, and its other natural or artificial 
advantages, it is adapted, and by their exchanging 
them for the commodities of other countries.5 
At bottom this is simply an extension of the principle 
of the division of labor. In general terms, applicable 
to both nations and individuals, competence should 
5navid Ricardo, "The Principles of Bolitical Economy 
and Taxation, The Works and Correspondence of David Ricardo, 
ed. Piero Sraffa (Cambridge, University Press, 1953), P• l32. 
specialize where competence counts most, and 6 in~ompetence where incompetence counts least. 
It is clear that the doctrine of comparative costs 
marks a real advance over Adam Smith's statement 
of the basis of international trade. For it is 
more general; it explains situations not covered 
by Smith's formulation and includes the latter as 
a special case, one where a country's compara~ive 
cost advantage is also an absolute advantage.7 
Although Ricardo had explained that profitable 
trade could take place between countries of unequal 
productivity, the question of the division of the gains 
9 
from trade remained unsolved until John Stuart Mill offered 
his "Equation of International Demand." This equation states 
essentially that the quantity of goods that can be imported 
in exchange for a given quantity of exports determines 
whether a country has actually profited from trade. That 
is, the relation between the exports a country must give 
in exchange for its imports is the measure of gain. This 
ratio is called the "commodity terms of trade." 
The problem that Mill specifically addressed was 
the method of determination of these commodity terms of 
trade. Assuming for simplification only two commodities 
and only two countries involved in trading, 
Mill held that the equilibrium terms of trade 
must be within the upper and lower limits set 
by the ratios in the respective countries of· 
the costs at which the two commodities could 
6 P. T. Ellsworth, The International Economy, 1950 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), P• 116. 
7~. 
be produced a.t home, but that the exact location 
of the terms of trade would be determined by the 
deman,ds o:f the two countries for each other's 
products in terms of8their own products, or the 
'reciprocal demand. \tl -
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To illustrate his argument he offered an hypo-
thetical situation. Germany and England are involved in 
trading cloth and linen. It is assumed that the unit 
costs of production do not vary with the extent of the 
production. In England, ten yards of cloth costs as much 
to produce as fifteen yards of linen, while in Germany ten 
yards of cloth require the same amount of input as twenty 
yards of linen. England will import linen and export 
cloth. The possible range of terms at which cloth will 
be exchanged for linen is ten cloth for fifteen linen 
and ten cloth for twenty linen. Just how much l_inen will 
actually be received for ten yards of cloth will depend 
on the reciprocal demand of England for German linen and 
of Germany for English cloth. In the example, ~11 assumes 
that this would be at the rate of ten yards of cloth for 
seventeen yards of linen. In this case, both countries 
have benefitted from exchanging their goods. 
It may be considered, therefore, as established, 
that when two countries trade together in two 
commodities, the exchange value of these commodi-
ties relatively to each other will adjust itself 
to the inclinations and circumstances of the con-
sumers on both sides, in such a manner that the 
Bvmer, P• 536. 
quantities required by each country of the 
articles which it imports from its neighbor, 
shall be exactly sufficient to pay for one 
another.9 
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This is the "Equation of International Demand." 
As Mill expressed it, 
This law of International Values is but an ex-
tension of the more general law of Value, which 
we called the Equation of Supply and Demand. We 
have ~een that the value of a conunGdity always 
so adjusts itself as to bring the demand to the 
exact level of the supply. But all trade, either 
between nations or individuals, is an interchange 
of commodities, in which the things that they 
respectively have to sell, constitute also their 
means of purchase: The supply brought the one 
constitutes his demand for what is brought by 
the other. So that supply and demand are but 
another expression for reciprocal demand: and to 
say that value will adjust itself so as to equalize 
demand with supply is in fact to say that it will 
adjust itself so as to equalize thindemand on one 
side with the demand on the other. v 
The next great economist in the classical tradition 
was Alfred Marshall. Although his most important work was 
not specifically in the field of international trade theory, 
he did contribute several useful ideas. 
Alfred Marshall ••• sought, first, to improve 
upon the classical use of labor time as a measure 
of costs and, second, to combine Mill's anal!iis 
of demand with the older analysis of supply. 
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He developed the technique of describing the exports of 
a country in terms of bales of different goods made up 
of various quantities of capital and labor. 
By permitting the commodity composition of 
the bale to vary, as a result both of tech-
nological changes and equilibrating adjustments, 
with individual goods shifting from export to 
nonexpert or import and vice versa~ Marshall 
w~s abli2to treat complex phenomena quite Sl.Inply. 
As a specific application of his general ideas 
of value, "Marshall laid great stress upen th~ _joint 
operation of supply and demand as the deter~nants of 
the structure of international trade.n13 He blended 
the older, one-sided classical analysis of value in terms 
of supply with the equally one-sided Austrian treatment 
in tenns of demand. This was probably his most important 
contribution in the field. He stated, 
••• all trade, either between nations or 
individuals, is an interchange of things: 
those which either side is prepared to part 
with constitute its means of purchase, thus 
the supply brought by the one constitutes its 
demand :for what is brought by the other: 
'supply and demand' is but another expression 
for 'reciprocal demand,' and to say that value 
will adjust itself so as to equalize demand wit~ 
supply, is in fact to say that it will adjust it-
self so as to equalize the demand on the one side 
with the demand on the other. • • • Some writers 
have however laid so much stress on the word 
'demand' ••• as to imply that the problem of 
international trade is one of demand rather than 
supply: and this is a reason for emp~tsizing the 
interdependence of supply and demand. · · 
12Ibid. , p. 49 • 
l3Ibid. 
14Alfred Marshall, Money, Credit and Commerce 
(London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923), P• 161. 
CHAPTER II 
THE OHLIN ANALYSIS 
13 
Early classical economics has been associated 
with the attempt to explain the value of a good in real, 
as opposed to monetary, terms. The theory widely held 
was that first expressed by Ricardo. A good had value 
in proportion to the quantity o£ labor that was involved 
in its production. It was pointed out, however, that 
oft en two goods would exchange which did not contain 
the same amount o£ labor. The contribution o£ the 
£actor o£ capital had to be considered. Neo-classicism, 
as represented by Marshall, sought to provide a more 
realistic explanation o£ value by combining the classical 
analysis with the Austrian ideas on the importance of 
demand ·as a determinant o£ value. Marshall showed that 
it was neither supply nor demand that established value 
but rather the interaction of each on the other. 
The modern theory is an extension o£ the Marshallian 
treatment. The value o£ a good is determined by the supply 
and the demand of the good, but as these are related to 
the supplies and demands £or other goods, a more accurate 
picture must include this inter-relation. Value is a 
purely relative concept. It is expressed by price. To 
say that one good has increased in value or price implies 
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that there has been some change in the values o£ other 
geods. Moreover, since under pure competition the 
total of the valu.es of the £actors used to pr0dt;l.~e a 
good just equals its price, altering that commodity price 
changes the values of the factors. 
Although the inter-relations among all gocHis and 
all factors in an economy imply simultaneous adjustments 
which make verbal treatment clamsy, an example may perhaps 
describe the mechanics of the theory sufficiently to be 
of seme use. 
Assume that there is pure competition, full 
employment of all factors, only one price for each type 
of good in the same market, sufficient time for an 
entrepreneur to adjust the scale of his operation in such 
a manner as to allow him to maximize profits; only two 
goods, A and B) make up the economy's total production 
aad each uses only two £actors, X and Y. Suppose that 
consumers are induced to swi~ch some of their purchases 
of A to B. There will be a decreased demand for A, its 
price will fall in the short run, profits in the industry 
producing A will decline and, as a result, entrepreneurs 
will cut back pr0duction of A. Some factors will be 
laid off. 
Simultaneous with this reaction in A, the increased 
demand for B has forced up its price. In the sh0rt rlll.Il a 
gap appears between the revenue received and the costs 
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involved in producing B. Profits have increased. In 
an effort to maximize their profits, producers expand 
output, while new entrepreneurs enter the industry in 
the hope of capitalizing on the greater gains found 
here. New factors are hired and eventually a position 
of equilibrium is reached. Since we have assumed that 
all factors had been previously employed, these newly 
hired factors are, of course, those that were laid of£ 
in the industry A· The change in consumer tastes has 
resulted in all the goods and all the factors in the 
economy being affected. 
The principle of comparative advantage states 
·that a country will export those goods in the production 
of which it has a relative advantage and import those 
goods which can be produced comparatively more efficiently 
abroad. In Ricardian terms, the United States would 
export a good if the ratio of the amount of labor contained 
in it to the labor used in producing other goods was less 
than the comparable ratio abr~ad. That is, if we require 
comparatively less labor to produce a particular good 
than do foreigners we will export that good. We have a 
comparative advantage in producing it. 
In the Ohlin analysis, we will similarly export 
goods in the production of which we have a comparative 
advantage, but the measure of such advantage is not the 
16 
relative amount of labor we must use to produce it but 
rather its price. Therefore, although both Ricardo and 
Ohlin feel that we will export goods that we can produce 
here relatively more cheaply than they can be made 
abroad, "cheapness" refers to little labor time in 
Ricardo's system, while Ohlin understands it as a low 
money cost. 
In order to determine whether a good can be 
produced more inexpensively here or abroad it is neces-
sary to compare the domestic and foreigh prices. However, 
it is meaningless to simply compare the price of the 
domestic good in domestic currency with the foreign good 
in foreign currency. To say that a bushel of American 
rice costs one dollar and a bushel of comparable Japanese 
rice costs one hundred yen tells us nothing about their 
relative prices unless we have some method of equating the 
two monetary units. The vehicle for such a comparison is 
the exchange rate. At "a rate of exchange of two hundred 
yen for a dollar, Japanese rice is clearly less expensive 
than ours and, assumi~g .there are no costs of transport, 
will be imported. 
If we suppose that there are no capital movements, 
tourist expenditures, or other exchaDges between the two 
countries, then imports and exports must be of equal value 
for each country. This is true because under our assumptions 
17 
there is no other means for each to pay for the others 
goods. If we are demanding a quantity of Japanese rice 
which, when multiplied by its price, will exceed the value 
of the goods that they wish to buy from us, there will 
be insufficient yen available to pay for the rice. 
Potential importers will bid up the dollar price for yen 
in their efforts to procure it. In other terms, the 
exchange rate, the price of yen in terms of dollars, will 
rise. At the higher price, less will be demanded because 
a higher price for yen implies a higher price for Japanese 
rice in this country. Again, as Mill has pointed out, 
the final position of the rate will be such that the value 
of imports and exports will be equal. 
The exchange rate is, then, the expression of our 
demand for Japanese currency in order to pay for our 
imports of their goods and their demand for dollars in 
order to pay for the goods that they import from us. Its 
precise position depends on the relative strength of each 
of these demands, which, in turn, depend to some degree 
on the pre-trade prices in each country. 
Indeed it is this reciprocal demand alone that 
exercises a direct influence on the rate, but 
the nature of the demand will of course depeid 
partly upon price conditions in each region. 
The crucial question at the center of international 
trade theory is why a country is able to produce a good at 
lBertil Ohlin, Interregional and International Trade 
(Cambridge: Univers:i:ty Press, 19$2), P• 20. 
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a comparatively low price, at a price which will cause 
the good to be exported. As was pointed out above, the 
earlier classical thought was that the quantity of labor 
involved in producing the good in the exporting country 
was relatively less than that required to manufacture 
it abroad. Just as it was essential-for the older 
classical economists to explain why an exporting country 
used relatively less labor in making a good than did the 
importing country, so substitution of the relative concept, 
price, now defines the problem to be one of explaining 
why Japanese rice is less expensive in dollar terms than 
the domestic product. 
In partial equilibrium analysis, the price of a 
good depends on the interaction of its supply and the 
demand for it. Its supply is determined by the supply of 
productive factors ·necessary to produce it and the physical 
conditions of production. Demand depends on the wants and 
desires of consumers and the conditions of ownership o£ 
the factors insofar as these affect individual incomes. 
How each pair of variables acts on the other is the 
explanation of price. I£ they interact in such a manner 
in the United States as to produce a lower money cost than 
the translated foreign price, the good will be exported. 
Expressing it slightly differently, in order to export a 
good we must have such a supply of the factors necessary 
to produce it and such a technique of combing these 
19 
factors that, when related to the preferences and incomes 
of consumers, a price will emerge that is lower than the 
foreign price expressed in our currency. 
The essence of the Ohlin doctrine is that of the 
four variables that determine price, one is controlling. 
Differences in the supply of productive factors in each 
of two countries is the dominant element explaining 
price differences and t~erefore is the dominant element 
in the whole pattern of international trade. Continu-
ing with our illustration~ if Japan can produce rice 
at a lower price than can the United States, this is 
probably due to its having a larger quantitiy of land 
suitable for rice cultivation and a greater number of 
laborers adapted to this type of agricultur·e. 
According to Ohlin, the physical conditions of 
production are everywhere the same. By physical conditions 
of production he means the technical requirements for the 
production of certain goods. 
If the prices of the factors of production are 
given, one commedity needs for its production 
certain proportions of certain factors of 
production, and another commodity other proportions. 
The 'physical conditions of production' thus refer 
to the purely physical properties of nature (both 
commodities and factors of production) which are t~ 
be regarded as known in this economic examination. 
Continuing our illustration, the nature of rice 
demands definite quantities of particular factors. Although 
the precise amounts of each will vary somewhat with their 
2 Ibid., P• 554· 
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relative prices, there are quite certain limits beyond 
which factor substitution is impossible. Even if rice 
laborers were free, it would hot be possible to continue 
to substitute them £or rice land to the point where land 
was not used at all in production. In more general terms, 
the capital and labor co$£ficients o£ a good may vary to 
some degree with £actor prices but the physical conditions 
o£ production do not. They are not £unctions of price. 
From the above it is clear that i£ domestic and 
foreign prices di££er because o£ conditions of supply, 
they are actually dissimilar because of varying £actor 
endowments. Where demand conditions can be shown to 
be identical as between two countries, a commodity price 
differential must be due to differences in the availability 
o£ the resources necessary to produce the good. Or, 
where Japanese rice ~s less expensive than domestic rice 
and is therefore imported, if we determine that in com-
parison to the available supply demand conditions were 
similar in the two countries, we establish that Japan is 
better suited to rice production, that it has a better 
combination o£ resources £or this type o£ cuitivation. 
The simplified version o£ the Ohlin thesis can 
be summarized rather briefly. A country will export 
commodities that it can sell at a lower price than can 
foreign producers and will import goods that could be 
21 
produced domestically only at a higher price. As in 
pure competition cost of production equals price, to say 
that a country can sell a commodity at a lower price than 
can foreigners is to say that ~us costs of production are 
lower. Goods that are traded require for their 
efficient production comparatively large quantities of 
particular factors. If the costs of producing a com-
modity are low in a country it is because the price of the 
factor required in great amount by the commodity is 
relatively low. A factor will be comparatively inex-
pensive where it is in relative abundance. 
The basic explanation for a country being able to 
sell a commodity at a lower price than can another nation 
is that it has an abundant supply of the factor that is 
required in comparatively great quantities for the 
efficient production of the good. This reasoning is 
implied in a more concise statement of the Ohlin theorem: 
A country will export those goods requiring large amounts 
of its relatively abundant factor and import goods needing 
a high proportion of its comparatively scarce factor. 
The condition necessary for trade to take place is, 
then, a difference in relative factor prices in each of 
the countries. These will differ where relative factor 
endowments are not identical. It is true that demand con-
ditions could interfere but this is not probable. 
In regions with very dissimilar factor endow-
ments it is unlikely that demand conditions 
will overcome the effects on relative commodity 
prices of different factor supplies. In a loose 
sense we may say • • • that differences in 
equipment3o£ factors of production are the cause of trade. 
22 
It has been pointed out that the foregoing 
represented the simplified version of the Ohlin theorem. 
After assuming various things we generalized that £actor 
supplies in each country caused trade. As must appear 
evident) this is only an approximation. It is• in a 
sense, an illegitimate abstraction from all the other 
elements in the mutually interdependent system o£ pric-
ing. As an extreme over-simplication it is subject to 
severe modification when the attempt is made to describe 
actual patterns o£ trade. That is, to be useful in 
describing realistically the character of trade, several 
qualifications must be added to the theory given in 
skeletal form above. 
First, just as in the Ricardian analysis, the theory 
has to this point assumed that factors could be freely 
moved among different uses and that they could be divided 
into infinitely minute particles. That is, if a laborer 
was laid off as a reaction to a fall in demand for a par-
ticular good, our explanation in terms of the mutually 
interdependent theory of prices has allowed him to immedi-
ately begin working on another good. This is. often 
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unrealistic. The skills requ~red by the second good may 
be quite different from those needed in the production 
of the first. Workers are not fully mobile, either 
occupationally or geographically. I£ they were, wage 
differences would not persist in different employments 
or areas. 
The position of the other factors in this regard 
is evident. A particular machine is often Wholly 
unsuited £or adaptation to other uses. Concrete capital 
goods, being highly specialized to certain uses, are 
from this very £act not suitable for another unrelated 
operation. And rice-producing land is simply not 
appropriate for growing apples. Capital isJ to a great 
extent, geographically immobile and land is entirely so. 
As to the second point, while £or analytical 
purposes it may be convenient to think of factors as 
completely divisible, in the real world this attribute 
is clearly absent. In the case of labor such an attempt 
would be rather strenuously resisted. A concrete capital 
good is generally not divisible. An engine of a certain 
horsepower cannot be treated as the sum of a great many 
smaller units. Although land is apparently more easily 
separated, there is evidently some point beyond which 
such division is practically impossible. 
The lack o£ divisibility and mobility make large 
scale production more efficient up to a certain point 
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than production in small quantities. Even without 
differences in factor prices, international trade may 
be profitable. Economies of scale are due to a lack of 
divisibility. Even where in the isolated state factor 
endowments and, therefore, prices in two areas are 
identical, and where production of a particular commodity 
is uneconomical because the relatively small markets 
found do not permit more efficient methods to be used, 
the opening up of trade may result in such a profitable 
division of labor that gains will accrue to both 
countries. For example, it is clearly not economical 
to produce motor cars for either the Mexican or the 
Guatemalean markets individually. The cost of producing 
the cars by hand labor, which would be necessary for so 
limited a market, would be too high. Perhaps, however, 
combining the two markets would result in one sufficiently 
large as to justify a large-scale operation. The greater 
productivity from assembly-line production might result 
in lower prices in each of the regions. Thus a gain 
could be achieved without assuming different factor endow-
ments before trade. 
Here, then, the economies of large-scale 
production make interregional division of 
labor profitable irrespective of difference~ 
in the prices of the factors of production. 
4 
n!2,•, P• 52. 
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The nature of the trade opened up because of the 
lack of divisibility of factors will be entirely a matter 
of chance. In any caset such an extreme situation would 
never be met in reality. 
Equipment with productive facilities and 
conditions of demand are always such that 
in the isolated state relative commodity 
prices of factors and goods must be 
unequal.5 
The tendency to division of production because 
of different factor endowments is strengthened 
by the advantages of large-scale production 
ia all cases where the most efficient scale 6 is large compared to the need for the product. 
A prmminent supposition Which must be discarded 
is that price equals marginal costs of production. As 
was pointed out, this is true where there is pure compe-
tition and time for adjustments to be made. Pure compe-
tition is, however, seldom o~ never found in the real 
world• Even in those cases where the products of firms 
in an industry appear to be identical, advertising 
techniques and various biases are often sufficiently 
effective to convince consumers that the goods are not 
the same. In this situation, economically speaking, 
the goods are actually different. 
Nor is it necessarily true that factor prices are 
the same throughout an industry or a region. Workers 
having the same objective qualifications may receive 
5Ibid., P• 55• 
6 d Ibi .• 
-· 
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different wages because of their sex~ race, and other 
characteristics. In some ~reas, the pressure on wages 
from the socially undesirables is reflected in the 
return to workers woo are male, of the proper color, 
and otherwise conform to the social standards. So the 
return can vary within a plant, industry or region. 
Another important modification to the simplified 
theory is that the reaction of the supply of factors to 
changes in commodity prices as a result of trade must 
be considered. International trade adds the foreign 
demand to the domestic demand for certain goods--those 
requiring large amounts of the relatively abundant factor. 
In the short run this would result in higher factor prices. 
But, with time for adjustment, the supply of these factors 
may react positively to the stimulus of increased re~rd. 
Present producers will expand production and new firms 
will be §ttracted to the production of this good which 
now returns a greater profit than alternative investments. 
Where before it had been uneconomical to cultivate certain 
land because of its high cost per unit of output, it now 
becomes profitable. Or, with time, an increased demand 
for a good requiring a certain labor skill will sufficiently 
widen the wage gap between this and other employments as 
to divert the flow of new workers into this occupation. 
The supply of the land has effectively increased as has 
the supply of this skilled labor• 
Other illustrations are possible, but the point 
that the exprespion ttfactor endowment" does not refer 
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to a fixed, unchangeable quantity is sufficiently clear. 
From the above it may be seen that international trade 
can cause a particular factor supply to shrink, rather 
than expand. While the trade increases the demand for 
the factor used in the production of the relatively cheap 
good, it decreases or even eliminates the demand for 
factors used to produce goods that are now import~d. To 
import Danish butter is to lessen the domestic demand for 
milking machines or dairy farmers. 
The elasticity of factor supply, the degree of 
reaction of the supply of factors to a change in their 
prices, naturally depends greatly on the definition of 
the word factor. Whether labor is considered a factor 
or whether skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled labor 
are considered three distinct factors depends on the 
difficulty of transfer. If the differences in wages be-
tween the groups of workers in a country are sufficiently 
permanent as to affect the course of trade, then they 
should be treated as separate factors. Because Greenland 
does not export large quantities of agricultural com-
modities does not mean that it is land poor. It is 
relatively poor in agricultural land. The difficulties 
connected with treating capital are even greater than those 
of labor. For some purposes capital must be divided into 
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various sub-.factors: "long" or ttshort, n and each of 
these into "sa.fetr or "risky. n Analagously to labor, 
capital requires time to acquire new .forms. The .fact 
that capital is in the .form o.f concrete goods lessens 
its mobility. As with labor, differential. returns as 
a result of trade will divert the flow o.f new capital. 
As with labor, this is a time-using process. Whatever 
the number o.f .factors, the central idea that it is the 
relative supply o.f each .factor that determines whether 
it shall enter into international trade remains valid. 
Although the .factors actually mentioned in the simplified 
version were .few, the reasoning is not dependent on this. 
Another very serious qualification to the 
simplified version of the theory is that the quality o.f 
.factors treated as identical may be significantly different 
between countries. The unskilled Chinese worker may produce 
less than his American brother even where the two have 
identical tools. Whether this is due to a relatively poor 
diet, traditional attitudes which tend to place such work 
lower on his scale o.f values, or .for any other reason, is 
incidental to the effect that the Chinese consumer will 
pay more .for this good than will the American. Another 
way o.f saying this is that the relation between .factor 
prices and commodity prices is not the\same in all countries. 
WThe forms of the functions, expressing that relation, 
are not identical.n7 
The statement that countries will export those 
goods which they can make mere cheaply than other 
countries and ~port those which are cheaper abroad 
assumes that the qualities of the goods in question are 
exactly the same. Even where the two goods to be com-
pared are technically the same, the consumers of one of 
the countries may prefer one or the other. A Japanese 
cigarette lighter may be physically an exact duplicate 
of an American one, but American consumers could con-
/ 
ceivably value their own more highly, whether because of 
some form of patriotism or effective domestic advertising 
or for some other reason. The present version of the 
theory does not consider these deviations. 
International trade does not tend to equalize 
the prices of a factor in two countries when very different 
factors are closely competitive. Such a situation is not· 
rare. A great many goods are produced by different techni-
cal processes in different countries. 
In such cases, the increased demand, when 
production is increased for the sake of ex-
ports, will effect quite different factors 
from those which will feel a lessened demand 
in the importing countrydwhen home production 
is rendered superfluous. 0 
?~., P• 93· 
8Ibid., P• 101. 
If the United States should suddenly prefer 
Swiss watches to home produced ones, the demand for 
watchmakers in Switzerland would increase while the 
decrease in demand here would be felt by semi-skilled 
workers and capital in the form of the machines which 
we use to make watches. 
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Another consideration overlooked in the simpli-
fied version is that trade actually affects the character 
of a country's demand. It opens up new horizons. Goods 
which before were unknown are now sought after and replace 
other goods in the consumer's scale of preferences. In 
general, demand adapts itself to supply. Ohlin states 
that, non the whole, the demand for commodities adapts 
itself more or less to supply condition~,n9 and, "Man 
adapts himself to circumstances. His change in tastes 
as supply conditions vary is only one aspect of this 
adaptability .. -." 10 
In a study of why a country specializes in certain 
lines of production rather than others, an examination of 
the actual supply of productive resources is not enough. 
The causes of this supply, especially that part played 
by international trade, must be investigated. In order to 
explain why a certain industry is located in a particular 
country and not in others, it must be shown that costs 
of production on the basis of existing factor prices are 
9~., P• 115. 
10Ibid. 
-·,·--~-- . -.---s-· 
lower here than elsewhere; international trade is 
important in explaining these factor prices. 
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As has been mentioned, the technique of pro~uction, 
the proportions in wh~ch the factors are used, is not every-
where the same. It varies with the prices of the factors 
and the scale of production. With a relatively small 
market, most commodities are made with little use of 
machinery. However, a wider demand allows large-scale 
operations which ha~ been able, to a great extent, to 
substitute automatic and s-emi-automatic machinery for 
manual labor. It follows that one region may be able to 
produce a commodity on a small scale more cheaply than 
another, whereas a greater demand might encourage the use 
of machinery, a factor in short supply in this country. 
The United States exports machinery which can be sold in 
large quantities while it imports machinery having a limited 
market. The maeliines with the small market require a good 
deal of labor while the wide distribution of the others 
allows the replacement of our scarce factor, skilled labor, 
with our abundant factor, capital. Evidently, the size of 
the market is important to the character of trade. 
Nations are special types of regions. 
When costs of transport within regions and 
countries are to be taken into account, there 
is need for a general localization theory 
which considers at the same time regions and 
districts of many different kinds, among which 
are the various countries. Trade between them 
is explained by such a localization theory: 
for since it shows in what districts 
industries settle, it accounts ipso facto 
for tr~de yonditions within and between 
countrl.es. .l 
A theory of international trade must there-
fore be founded upon the general localization 
theory; indeed it consists of a localization 
theory which gives special attention to 
circumstances arising from the existence of 
a number of countries.l2 
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In reality, national borders are different from 
intranational borders. International trade implies vary-
ing currency systems. A common obstacle to international 
commodity movements is the tariff wall. . Differences 
between countries in language, laws, banking systems, 
habits and traditions are other frictions. 
It would seem natural that the impediments 
to international trade are either so high · 
that domestic industries get complete 
control of the home market or so low that 
foreign producers supply all that is required 
of a certain commodity. For manufactured 
products--or rather goods not at the first 
stage of pro~uction--that is 1 as a matter of 
fact, the rule. Statistics, it is true, 
imply that the sort of commodities that are 
imported are also to a large extent prodj~ed 
at home; but the figures are misleading. J 
The fact that prices of some foreigh 
commodities are ne.ither so low as to make 
domestic production unprofitable nor so high 
as to fail of access to the domestic market 
in competition with domestic products is, 
however, largely-to be explained by other 
circumstances, above all, thl4existence of interior costs of transport. · 
Among· import goods, some are imported only 
to certain points; even substantial price 
variations might fail to change very much 
ll~., P• 243• 
12Ibid. 
13Ibid., P• 24~· 14-
Ibid., P• 250. 
the proportion of this import to the total 
domestic consumption. Other import goods 
easily pervade all parts of the importing 
country. If they compete closely with 
goods produced at home, important variations 
in.the volume ~f imports may follow minor 
pr~ce changes. 5 
-. r,r··-·. ' 
.3.3 
Another faator in an explanation of why the market 
for certain goods is divided between domestic and foreign 
producers is that some of the circumstances involved 
in one producer having superiority over another are 
restricted to a certain size market. As they don't allow 
unlimited production at the same low per unit cost, the 
producer may not be able to control the whole of the market. 
15 
~·~ P• 251. 
CHAPTER III 
FACTOR PROPORTIONS AND THE AMERICAN 
CAPITAL POSITION 
The profits of a firm in pure competition will 
be maximized at that output where marginal revenue is 
equal to marginal costs. Producing any larger amount 
will add more to costs th~ to revenuet while at any 
smaller output profits could be increased by expanding 
production. ·That is, producing one unit less than the 
equilibrium output forgoes the profit on this unit 
while a unit produced beyond this point is done so at 
a loss. At this output there is no incentive to expand 
or contract the quantity produced. When this point is 
reached the firm is at equilibrium. 
In order to produce this particular equilibrium 
output~ the entrepreneur combines certain quantities of 
the factors of production, the precise amounts varying 
with the demands of the commodity, the relative prices 
of the .factors and the amount of substitution that is 
possible among factors. The amounts of land, labor and 
capital involved can be measured. It can then be said 
that a unit o.f this output, or this particular product, 
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contains so many dollars worth o£ land and capital and 
so much labor-time. 
The simplified explanation o£ the mutually 
interdependent theory o£ value in Chapter II pointed out 
that the prices and the quantities demanded o£ all goods 
in an economy are inter-related. An autonomous change 
in demand £or one good was felt in the demand for all 
other goods and factors throughout the economy. Evi-
dently, the degree of the repercussion will not be the 
same £or each commodity and factor of production. Where 
consumers show some comparatively slight increase in 
preference for cheese, the change ·in the demand £or 
spark plugs and consequently the demand for the factors 
used to produce them, will probably be so slight as to 
be effectively non-existent. 
Altering the example, a relatively important 
switch in consumer preferences in favor o£ foreign cars 
will have a very noticeable effect on the demand for the 
domestic product. Such a change in consumer tastes would 
be reflected in a decrease in the demand for the factors 
used by domestic automobile manufacturers. Further, this 
under-employment or unemployment of factors would, in 
the short run, be felt in other segments of the economy. 
Those receiving less income would perhaps buy fewer suits 
and houses. The producers of suits would cut back output 
and therefore employ less labor and raw materials. These 
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suitr: workers would perhaps adjust to their lower incomes 
by purchasing fewer hats and automobiles. 
Meanwhile, the cutbaak in house construction would 
be reflected in shorter hours of work and smaller purchases 
.of lumber,· cement, etc. The smaller amount of wages paid 
in the construction industry might be reflected in a 
decrease in the demand for autos, suits, hats and steak. 
And so on. 
The description of the dependence of each industry 
on the other is given in comparatively general terms. The 
degree of interdependence among industries depends on the 
factor composition of each industry's output. If auto-
mobile production involves a relatively large amount of 
capital and little labor, a cutback here would pe felt, at 
least immediately, more in those industries producing 
capital goods than in those producing consumer goods. 
On the other hand, if house construction uses 
relatively little capital and a great deal of labor, a 
decrease in output here would be immediately felt most 
strongly in consumer goods industries. Another way of 
expressing this is to say that the relationship between 
an industry's inputs and its outputs,. or the factor 
composition of its outputs, will describe the first 
effect of a change in demand for the product of the 
industry. 
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Professor Wassily Leontief has developed a 
technique for measuring this degree of interdependence 
among various industries and other segments of the 
economy. It is. essentially a measurement of the relation-
ship between various inputs and outputs in an industry. 
From empirical data an input-output table is developed.l 
This table "shows how each one of ~ur manufacturing 
industries, each branch of agriculture, each kind of 
transportation and distributio~--in short, each sector 
of the American economy depends upon every other sector. n2 
On the basis of the statistical information 
contained in an input-output table one can 
determine the effect of any given increase 
or decrease in the level of output in any 
one sector of the economy upon the rate of 
prod~etion in all the other seetors.j 
For example, an input-output table might show 
that to increase automobile production by twenty million 
dollars might require five million more of steel, two 
million of textiles and so on. To increase steel 
production by this five million dollars might require 
three million more of pig iron. .The two million extra 
textile production might use fifty thousand dollars more 
agricultural machinery, which perhaps would be forced to 
1A sample input~output table is included immediately 
after the bibliography. 
2
wassily Leontief, "Domestic Production and Foreign 
Trade, The American Capital Position Re-examined," Proceed-
ings of the American Philosophical Society, 1953, p.333. 
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purchase ten thousand more steel. The total amount of 
capital required as a result of the original increase 
of twenty million dollars in automobile production can 
be computed. 
In an analagous manner, the amount of direct and 
indirect labor called forth by the original auto expansion 
can be determined. In summary, it is possible to ascertain 
the capital and the labor requirements for each industry 
in the economy so that the effects of a change in the level 
of output in one area can be measured elsewhere and the 
total effect on the demand for particular factors can be 
computed. 
This technique can be used to analyze the capital-
labor composition of goods involved in international trade. 
A comparison of the amounts of capital and labor required 
for those goods that the United States exports with the 
capital and labor necessary to produce at home goods that 
now import is possible. 
Now we are ready to find out whether it is 
true that the United States exports commodities 
the domestic production of which absorb 
relatively large amounts o£ capital and little 
labor and imports foreign goods and services 
which--if we had produced them at home--
would employ a great quantity o£ indigenous 4 labor but a small amount o£ domestic capital. 
If such is the case, and if the Ohlin theory is 
correct, the general view that the United States has a 
great amount o£ capital and relatively little labor is 
4 
Ibid., P• 339· 
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corroborated. Or, if, again, this is the case, and 
the United States does in fact have a compara~ively 
large amount of capital and little labor, then the Ohlin 
analysis.is vindicated. 
Professor Leontief analyses 1947 imports which 
are in competition with domestically produced goods. If 
we were to reduce these by one million dollars, the 
reduction being proportional, and replace them With 
domestic substitutes, $3,091,339 of capital and 170.004 
man-years of labor would be required. Decreasing exports 
by one million dollars, and in the same manner, would 
save us $2,550,780 of capital and 182.313 man-years of 
labor. The one million dollar decrease in both exports 
and competitive imports would result in our spending 
approximately a half a million dollars more capital and 
saving 12 man-years of labor. A more meaningful way to 
express this is to say that the ratio of capital to 
labor of our exports is somewhat lower .than that of our 
competitive imports. We are, in fact, exporting goods 
with a relatively high percentage of labor and importing 
goods using in production comparatively large amounts of 
capital. We are exporting relatively labor-intensive 
goods and importing capital-intensive commodities • 
.According to the Ohlin thesis, if the United 
States exports labor-intensive goods, then we must have 
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a relatively large supply of labor. This is, exporting 
labor-intensive and importing capital-intensive goods 
implies that the United States is fflabor rich" and 
rtcapital poor. ft It is an understatement to say that this 
is not the commonly held view. ·There is th~ possibility 
mentioned above that the Ohlin analysis is incorrect. 
That is, if there is independent, somewhat compelling 
evidence that the United States is actually capital-
rich and labor-poor, it is conceivable that a country 
does not have to export these goods requiring comparatively 
large amounts of its abundant factor and import goods 
needing a high proportion of its relatively s£arce factor. 
In this case the statistics do not upset the widespread 
feeling that the United States has an abundance of capital 
and a scarcity of labor. 
According to Professor Leontief, then, we have a 
I 
choice between accepting our well entrenched b~ unsub-
stantiated feeling as to the abundance of American capital 
or the classical theory of trade, the modern versicm of 
which is represented by Ohlin''s statement. 
Leontief chooses to accept the latter. He agrees 
that a country will export those goods in the production 
of which it has a comparative advantage and import those 
which it can only produce relatively less efficiently. 
It will export commodities requiring large amounts of its 
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relatively abundant and inexpensive factor, and import 
those which can be produced domestically only at a 
comparatively high cost because they are produced with 
large amounts of the country's scarce and expensive 
factor. It is simply that the United States has a com-
parative advantage in labor expensive goods as a result 
of its relative abundance of labor and scarcity of 
' 
capital. Our feeling that the contrary is the· case is 
a result of a comparison of the size of the domestic 
labor force with those in foreign countries. But this 
comparison is by a simple counting of heads and assumes 
that a quantity of domestic labor-time combined with a 
certain amount of capital will give the same yield as an 
identical quantity of foreign labor-time combined with a 
like amount of capital. This assumes that the output 
from one man-year of American labor in combination with 
a thousand dollars of capital will just equal the output 
of a man-year of foreign labor working with the same 
capital 
Let us, however, reject the simple but 
tenuous postulate of comparative techno-
logical parity and make the plausible assumption 
that in any combination with a given quantity 
of capital, one man-year of American labor is 
equiva~ent to, say, thFee man-years of foreign 
labor. 
The size of the American labor force, arrived at by a 
simple counting of heads, must be multiplied by three in 
5 Ibid., P• 344• 
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order to compare it with ~oreign labor forces. The 
comparison should be between labor e~ficiency units and 
not between numbers o~ workers. On this basis, the United 
States quite reasonably appears as a labor abundant and 
capital scarce country. 
In terms o~ the relative production possibilities 
here and abroad, the Unite~ States is rich in man 
power and poor in capital. -
The data do not, then, re~ute the Ohlin theory. 
They support it. We do axport goods requiring relatively 
large amounts o~ our comparatively abundant ~actor, labor 
units. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMMENTS ON LEONTIEF AND OHLIN 
Because of its paradoxical conclusion~ Professor 
Leontief's study elicited a good deal of comment in 
various journals. Here, th~se criticisms are distinguished 
according to whether they are primarily theoretical or 
statistical. Seven major theoretical criticisms have been 
offered, in each case being directed toward the Ohlin 
theory: 
1. The theory requires the determination of the 
of the factor intensity of a good, Which is 
not always possible. 
2. Ohlin incorrectly assumed that every commodity 
was produced the same way here and abroad. 
That is, he assumed common production functions. 
3· He incorrectly assumed that tastes were the 
same here and abroad. 
4• Ohlin ignored the more important development of 
new factors as a result of trade in favor of 
the analysis of the less important gains from 
the more efficient utilization of existing 
resources. 
5· The theory illegitimately treats capital 
goods as homogeneous. 
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6. Contrary to his theory, a country could export 
its scarce factor if it were more productive 
than that of another country. This is true, 
even if it is assumed that production functions 
are identical and if demand conditions are 
ignored. 
7• Location theory, and not comparative cost 
theory, is the most fruitful approach to 
.problems of international trade. Ohlin did 
not successfully incorporate location theory 
into his analysis. 
The inability of the Ohlin analysis to, in all 
cases, determine the factor intensity of a good is a point 
that has been made by Romney Robinson. Graphical analysis 
makes clear that there is a situation where such determi-
nation is impossible. In the diagrams that follow, the 
factor labor will be measured on the vertical axis and 
capital along the horisontal axis. In each graph the 
curve YY represents the different combinations of labor 
and capital that can be used to produce good Y. Similarly, 
curve XX represents the various factor combinations that 
can be ~sed to produce good x. Lines drawn from the 
origin ( (!)) to the Y curve will show the limits within which 
labor and capital may be substituted for each other in the 
production of Y {lines OF and OD). Lines OB and OA indicate 
·.~ 
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the limits of factor substitutibility for good x~ 
Although curves,Y and X show what combinations of labor 
and capital can be used, they do not show what proportions 
will actually be used. To show this it is necessary to 
consider the relative prices of the two factors. The 
£actor price ratio is shown by a line from the origin 
that touches both production possibilities curves. 
In the situation where there can be no substi-
tntion of factors in the production of the goods (the 
fixed-proportions case}, there is no problem in determin-
ing the factor intensity of the goods. At any ratio o£ 
factor prices, good X will always be capital intensive. 
This is shown by graph 4.1. 
L 
----x 
0 c. 
Where there is some limited factor substitution 
possible, it may still be possible to unequivocally 
determine the capital-intensive good. Here, although 
factors may be substituted in good Y within the limits 
L 
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OF and OD, and in good X within OB and OA, there still 
can be no price situation where X is not ~apital 
intensive in relation to Y. This is, X will always use 
more capital and less labor than good Y. (Graph 4.2) 
1-
Y. 
LJ.Z. 
Sof'tening- the case still f'urther, it is ·now 
possible to use more capital and less labor in the 
production of' good Y than in ~ (gc:>od Y would be represented 
by the distance f'rom the orig_in along the horizontal axis 
to a point where a line drawn f'rom point D perpendicularly 
to this axis would meet it, as compared to a similar line 
dropped f'rom point B f'or X). However, for any given 
f'actor price ratio common to both goods, the capital-
labor ratio of' good X would always be greater. (Graph 4.3) 
There is one case, however, where a determinate 
definition by f'actor intensity is not possible. The case 
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is where the curve representing good X and that o:f good 
Y are tangent in the manner shown below. Here the :factor 
priee line (OT) touches both at their point o:f tangency. 
It is not clear which is capital and which is labor 
intensive. 
X 
y 
c 
It is no longer possible to associate particular relative 
:factor endowments with particular commodities. 
Both Robinson and R. W. Jones have criticized 
Ohlin :for his assumption o:f identical domestic and :foreign 
production :functions. Robinson argues that i:f one denies 
that the technique o:f producing import replacements is the 
same as that used abroad :for our imports, in reality one 
is claiming that the :factor proportions analysis is 
inadequate, :for in this case trade does not depend upon 
factor endowments but upon varying techniques. Jones~ 
too~ points out that a comparison of the capital-labor 
ratio of exports with impo~t. competing industries is not 
a legitimate substitute for a comparison between exports 
and imports. In the case of America, production functions 
here and abroad are not necessariay or even probably 
identical. That is, the ways in which factors are com-
bined to produce goods abroad a:r~ likely quite different 
from the factor combinations that we use. As Jones 
remarks~ 
If both exports and import-competing products 
are produced with more capital-intensive 
methods than abroad, Leontief''i paradoxical 
conclusion is no longer valid. 
This point was also made by Andre Daniere. He 
argued that any number of' hypotheses as to the relative 
shapes of United States and foreign production functions 
are consistent with our exporting labor intensive goods. 
He said., 
Reducing the range of' acceptable hypotheses 
can only be achieved by introducing factual 
information which, directly or in association 
with other conditions, imposes restrictions 
on the relative shape of product~on functions 
in the United States and abroad. 
Robinson also argued that the Ohlin analysis 
assumes that taste .functions in the two countries have 
1 R. w. Jones, nFactor Proportions and the Heekscher-
Oh1in Theorem,u The Review of Economic Studies, P• 9· 
2Andre Daniere, ttAmerican Trade Structure and 
Comparative Cost Theory,n Economia Internazionale, August, 
l95o, P· 411. 
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particular shapes. That is, Ohlin supposed that the 
tastes and incomes of consumers are precisely proportional 
to the factor endowments so that they have no real effect 
on relative prices in the two countries. To Robinson, 
This is perhaps a more demanding assumption 
than that of similar production functions 
• • • a more meaningful conclusion is that 
a capital-endowed country may choose to · 
import a capital-intensive commodity if it 
has reached a level of real income at which 
its income elasticity of demand with respect 
t.o such goods is high, a~d the labor endowed 
country may concur • • • 
A final criticism made by Romney Robinson of the 
Ohlin doctrine is that where it considers trade as a 
means· of increasing output by reallocating comparatively 
underemployed factors of production., 
• • • such an account is misleading, the more 
important aspect of trade being its stimulus 
toward creation of new productive factors, 
the resulting gains being far in excess of 
those likely to be derived by raisingtthe 
marginal product of existing factors.~ 
As comparative cost theory is ordinarily treated as long-
run theory, and as the factor proportions account of 
trade is a particular contribution to comparative cost 
theory, it' is not meaningful for the Ohlin doctrine:.mo 
speak of fixed "factor endowments." Eowever, dropping 
the supposition of such fixed amounts makes the idea of 
3Romney Robinson, "Factor Proportions and Com-
parative Advantage, Part I," The Quarterly Uournal of 
Economics, Vo+• txX, No. 2, May, 1956, P• l79· · 
4rbid., Part II, No. 3, August, 1956, P• 186. 
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"relative factor endowments" unclear. Natural resources, 
which are fixed in amount, must be distinguished from 
factors of production, which are resources available for 
production following some preliminary investment. 
John H. Williams made the same point in his 
article criticizing the classical theory of trade. 
Although appearing in 1929, and therefore antedating 
Ohlin's volume, it remains relevant. He argued that, 
The relation of international trade to de-
velopment of new resources and productive 
forces is a more significant part of the 
explanation of the present status of 
nations, of incomes, prices, well-being, 
than is the cross-section value analysis of 
the classical economists, with its assumptions 
of given quantums of productive factors, 
already existent and employed.' 
The fifth theoretical criticism offered to the 
Ohlin theory is that it improperly assumes capital goods 
are homogeneous. Robinson points out that capital can do 
things which labor can do and things which it cannot do. 
If a country has a relatively large amount of capital 
it may have an advantage producing goods using the latter 
type. But if in exchange it imports labor-intensive 
goods, the first type of capital, which has been at 
least partially displaced, may not be able to shift into 
production of goods requiring the second type. Capital 
5John H. Williams, "The Theory of International 
Trade Reconsidered, 11 Economic Journal, Vol. XXXIX, No. 
154, June, 1929, pG 196. 
is specialized and can generally only be transferrea 
from particular uses through the time-using process 
of depreciation. 
From the factor proportions standpoint, capital 
in the specific, capital-good forms which it 
must take in order to function as a productive 
agent, is everything which it ought not to be. 
Far from being an endowment fixed in amount 
and character, it is created, developed, and 
increased in response to economic demands. It 
is not internationally immobile at all. It is 
heterogeneous, not homogeneoas, a fact which 
calls into question the 6meaning of any capital-labor ratio comparison. 
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Andre Daniere has argued that even assuming 
identical production functions and disregarding demand 
conditions, it is possible that a country will export 
a good requiring comparatively large amounts of its 
scarce, rat4er than of its abundant, factor. For example, 
if the United States has capital of ten billion dollars 
and two million laborers and a foreign country has five 
billion dollars of capital and also two million workers, 
and if productivity in the two countries was equal, the 
United States, with its capital-labor ratio of 5000 to 1 
is capital rich and the foreigner, with a ratio of 5000 
to 2, has a relative abundance of labor. In this situation, 
the United States would export a good requiring a com-
paratively large amount of capital, let us say good X, in 
exchange for one needing much labor, good Y. If, however, 
the supply of American workers somehow tripled while 
6 Robinson, op. cit. Part II~ P• 353· 
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simultaneously productivity was reduced to a third 
of' its former level, the United States, now, in com-
parison to the foreigner, a labor rich and capital poor 
country, would continue to export good X and import good 
· Y. That is, where according to the Ohlin analysis it 
should trade in order to conserve its scarce factor, now 
capital (for it now has a lower capital-labor ratio than 
does the foreigner), it actually is exporting it in return 
for a commoditr using large amounts of its abundant factor, 
labor. It is not, therefore, legitimate to argue a 
certain relative supply of factors within a country from 
a knowledge of' the factor comppsition of its imports or 
exports. 
United States exports of labor intensive 
commGdities are • • • compatible with a 
scarcity of labor in the United States if 
it is true that United States labor, in 
association with any capital, is several 
times more p7oductive than its foreign 
counterpart. 
A final theoretical criticism is that offered by 
August Losch. He argued that the classical assumptions 
of internal factor mobility and external immobility lead 
to a treatment of states as individual economic entities. 
According to Losch, this is an incorrect viewpoint. 
The political frontier acquires real economic 
significance only when the state not merely 
exists and possibly reacts, as is the case with 
discount policy, but when it takes autonomous 
action.8 
7nanier.e, op. cit., p. 410. 
8hugust Losch, n A New Theory of International 
Trade," International Economic Papers, No. 6., p. 63. 
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For example, 
••• tariffs, exchange control and the plac-
ing of orders by public authorities arbitrarily 
curtail the size of foreign markets; conversely, 
the acquisition of colonies and trading privileges 
extends the size of domestic markets.~ 
The international division of labor is explainable in terms 
of markets and not, as comparative costs theory would have 
it, in political frontiers. 
The goods that will enter international trade 
are those the market areas of which are 
traversed by the political frontiers. Goods 
will be imported if the prodmction centre of 
their sales market lies beyond the frontier, 
or if the consumption centre of their supply 
market lies within the frontier. Goods 
will be exported in the opposite conditions. 
This is the simple solution of the problem 
which tio theory of comparative costs set 
itself. 
Consider the market for one commodity. 
If the individual markets are small and the 
countries large, part of the market centres 
must clearly lie within the frontiers and 
part beyond. This means that the same good 
is both imported and exported, only in different 
parts of the same country. On the other hand, 
if the markets o.f a good are large relatively 
to the countries concerned and market centres 
perhaps even concentrated within a narrow 
space, such as is often the case .for mineral 
resources, then certain countries typically 
export, and others typically import .that good.11 
Although Ohlin attempted to incorporate the 
classical approach to international trade into a general 
localization theory, he did not succeed. 
9Ibid., P• 63. 
10Ibid• 1 p. 53 • 
11~. 
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The second group of criticisms, called here 
statistical, is directed toward Leontiefts study rather 
than toward the Ohlin theory assumed by the study. Six 
major criticisms have been offered: 
1. The input-output technique is invalid as 
it assumes fixed ways of producing goods. 
2. Leontief omitted resources from his 
calculations. 
3. Leontieffs study erred in using "relative 
factor abundancen to mean "physical plenty" 
rather than "low priced" as did Ohlin. 
4· His ncapital" coefficients are not that but 
investment coefficients. They are not a good 
index of capital inputs. 
5. Leontief's statistics are distorted by several 
factors. Leontief concluded from his data 
that American labor was qualitatively better 
than foreign labor. A more reasonable inference 
from his data would be that all our factors 
combined are more productive than their foreign 
counterpart. 
The most common of these criticisms is that the 
input-output approach improperly assumes fixed ways of 
producing goods. Valavainis-Vail, Swerling, Ellsworth 
Granick and Jones have all argued this way. 
The late Stefan Valavainis-Vail believed that thi.s 
supposition of fixed coefficient technologies made the 
input-output technique logically incompatible with 
international trade. If a dynamic input-output model 
is used, it does not make sense to suppose technologies 
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to be equivalent and :from this contend that price 
differences are due to different factor endowments, for 
by ttdynamic" we mean that factor "endowmentsn are 
variables inasmuch as natural.resources can become factors 
of production as a reaction to price changes. If a 
static model is used, one in which the quantity of 
factors is fixed, and if before trade all factors are 
fully employed, the model can be used only where it is 
certain that trade will not decrease the world output 
of any good. 
The general conclusion • • • is that fixed-
coefficient technologies, whether static or 
dynamic, are seldom logically compatible with 
international trade and that they should be 
used with extreme caution • .L2 
Boris Swerling made the same point when he said that, 
Technologies are by no means identical here 
and abroad; capital-labor ratios in export 
industries or import-replacement industries 
at home are surely no measure of factor 
combinations in exnQrt competitive or import 
industries abroad.~j 
Professor Ellsworth agrees, claimimg that it is 
improper to use the domestic capital~labor ratio of import 
12ste.fan Valavainis-Vail, ttLeontie.fts Scarce Factor 
Paradox," Journal of Political Economx, Vol. LXII, No. 6, 
December, 1954, P• 525. 
13Boris Swerling, "Capital Shortage and Labor 
Surplus in the United States?n Review of Economics and 
Statistics, Vol. XXXVI, No. 3, August, 1954, P• 288. 
-_.·~~ ~-... 
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replacemen~s as the capital-labor ratio of imports. To 
find out whether we produce by capital or labor-intensive 
methods it is necessary to look abroad for a comparison. 
It is hardly to be expected that we would 
produce import replacements by the same 
technical methods as are used abroad for 
imports proper, since our relative faetor14 supplies and factor prices are different. · 
It is not even surprising that relatively 
more capital is used in the manufacture of 
import replacements, for if these are to 
compete effectively with goods produced 
abroad by relatively cheap labor, we must 
offset the high cost of American labor and 
its relatively lower productivity in import-
competing industries. And to do so, we have 
to use even greater amounts of our abundant 
factor, capital, to counteract the cost-
raising effect of highly paid labor.~5 
David Granick was dealing with the same point 1 He 
stated that any data such as Professor Leontief's, 
• • • concerning labor and capital require-
ments for the production of internationally 
traded commodities are irrelevant to the 
question of whether the comparative 
advantage of the United States lies in labor 
or in capital; that the effort to treat 
this question through the input-output 
technique is a misguided one; and that the 
very posing of the question leads to treating 
the problem of comparative advantage on such 
an aggregative level1~s to deprive it of operational meaning. 
l4p. T. Ellsworth, "The Structure of American 
Foreign Trade--A New View Examined," The Review of Economics 
and Statistics, Vol. llXVI, No. 3, August, 1954, P• 280. 
15Ibid. 
l6David Granick, ttThe American Capital Position in 
Foreign Trade: A Comment,n The Southern Economic Journal, 
Vol. XXII, No. 2, October, 1955, P• 243• 
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As an illustration o£ the difficulties involved 
in such a consideration of trade, Granick offers a model: 
17 Country I Country II 
One efficiency unit of capital 
One efficiency unit of labor 
Product A 
Factor Costs 
(In International Currency 
Units) 
2 
8 
7 
3 
Costs of Production o£ 
Products A and B 
a) Produced with one unit of capital and two units o£ 
labor 
13 
b) Produced with two units o£ capital and one unit of 
labor 
12 17 
Product B 
a) Produced with three units of capital and two units 
of labor 
18 13 
b) Produced with three units of capital and one unit 
of labor 
14 24 
Given the above figures, it is conceivable that America 
exports capital-intensive goods and imports labor-intensive 
goods while yet producing import substitutes by capital-
intensive methods. In the example, Country I will export 
good A produced by metho·d b and import good B produced 
by Country II by method a. Here, the United States, as 
Country I, will exchange 13 units of A for 12 units of 
B. It is exporting a capital-intensive commodity in 
exchange for a labor-intensive good (exporting a good 
using twice as much capital as labor and importing a good 
using only one and one half times as much capital as 
labor). But in another sense, Country I is exporting 
labor inputs and importing capital-intensive goods. It 
is using more labor and less capital to produce its 
exports than it would use to produce domestically those 
goods now imported (capital inputs of exports are 13 x 2 
and labor inputs are 13 x 1, while capital inputs of 
domestic replacements for imports are 12 x 3 and those of 
labor are 12 x 1. That is, the capital labor ratio of 
exports is 2;1J that of imports 3:2, and that of import 
replacements 3:1). The example points out that the 
Leontief technique of using import-r.eplacements in place 
of imports is invalid, unless he assumes the import good 
involved to be one requiring a higher capital-labor ratio 
than do exports, whether this import ratio is measured 
by foreign or domestic methods of production. Product 
C is such a goo d. 
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Cost of Production of Product C 
In Country I In Country II 
a) Produced with one unit of capital and two-units of labor 
18 13 
b) Produced with 1.75 units of capital and 1.25 units of 
labor. 
Country I (with the higher ratio of capital to labor) 
exports 13 A for 12 c. Country I uses five more units o£ 
capital and twG fewer units of labor in exporting A than 
she would have used in producing at home the 12 units of c. 
Thus we see that there is no way o£ knowing 
whether a nation well supplied with capital 
will have net exports or imports of capital-
inputs when the term ~capital-inputs' is used 
in Leontief's sense.lo 
Therefore, if we accept lheddea that very different 
methods of production are used in the two countries, it 
appears that there is no data that would be relevant to 
determination of factor endowments. As Professor Leontie£ 
shows> relative factor prices are not important; it is the 
relative prices for efficiency units that matters. General 
wage and interest rate statistics would provide no solution 
because they are no measure of the costs per efficiency 
unit in each of the countries. 
R. w. Jones is the final commentator on the 
illegitimacy of Professor Leontief 1 s substituting the 
18 
Ibid., po 246• 
capital-labor ratio of import replacements for that of 
imports proper. As Jones argues, 
If both exports and import-competing products 
are produced with more capital intensive methods 
than abroad, Leontiff's paradoxical conclusion 
is no longer valide 9 
A second criticism of the way in which Leontief 
arrived at his statistics is concerned with his failure 
to consider natural resources. Both the late Norman s. 
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Buchanan and Boris Swerling argued that this distorted the 
study. 
Buchanan pointed out that Leontief's input-output 
technique nominally utilizes a two-factor model. That is, 
only the factors capital and labor are explicitly involved 
in the analysis. Actually, where such a two-factor model 
is used, the third factor, land, is always included in the 
capital inputs. Incorporating land in capital would, in 
Professor Leontief's study, make the first three categories 
of exports in his table capital intensive. As they are not 
shown to be this, the two-factor model was evidently not 
used. The land factor has not been included in the data. In 
treating land independently a three-factor model has been em-
ployed and yet the problem. of measuring the inputs of land 
has been avoided by the implied assumption that it is of 
proportionate significance in exports and imports. If 
commensurate amounts of land are used in producing both 
19 Jones, op. cit., p. 9. 
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imports and exports, it cannot be involved in an 
explanation of price differences through varying relative 
factor endowments. 
An argument that such a supposition is not proper 
is found in the classification Paper and Allied Products, 
which account for about ten percent of American imports. 
If these imports were to be reduced, their equivalent 
domestic production would require much capital. Hence, 
it is argued, the United States imports capital-intensive 
goods. But surely a more reasonable interpretation is 
that the United States imports a product in· which the 
land factor bulks large and that forest lands of the 
required kind are more abundant, and thus cheaper, 
abroad than they are in the United States. 
Comparative advantage vis a vis the rest of 
the world means, if it means anything, com-
parative advantage with respect to the 
abundance or scarcity of all the productive 
factors that are s3urces of inputs of pro-
ductive services.~ 
Swerling conciuded that on the basis of Professor 
Leontief's study there is no legitimate ground for 
. generalization with the possible exception that it does 
appear that international trade is more a function of 
relatively unequal distribution of natural resources 
than of comparative quantities of capital and labor. 
A third criticism of Leontief's study involves 
his use of the idea of "relative factor abundance" to 
20Norman s. Buchanan, "Lines on the Leontief 
Paradox," Economia Internazionale, November, 1955J P• 793· 
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mean ttphysical plenty" rather·than "low priced" as did 
Ohlin. Thus, the late Stefan Valavainis-Vail believed that 
althougb Leontief didn't define abundance, it was clear 
from the context that he meant "relative ·physical plenty." 
The United States was taken to·· be labor rich. if it had 
more labor units in relation to its capital than did 
foreigners. But Valavainis-Vail.pointed out that by this 
definition demand conditions could cause each of two 
countries to export the product of its scar~e factor. That 
is, even if we suppose that America has a relatively great 
quantity of capital, Americans may so strongly demand 
those goods requiring a high proportion of capital that 
domestic production may be inadequate to satisfy it. Here, 
labor-intensive goods would be exported in exchange for 
capital-intensive goods. We would be exporting our scarce 
factor in return for goods containing a high proportion of 
our abundant factor. This, situation, where demand con-
ditions contravert the classical analysis, may be shown 
graphica,lly: 
CJ~ 
-- -~- -
Let AB represent the production possibilities curve o£ 
the United States, CD that o£ a foreign country. The 
United States has a relative abundance o£ the £actor 
required in comparatively large amounts to produce wheat, 
let us say capital, while the foreigner has comparatively 
more o£ the factor most important to cloth, perhaps labor. 
Curve #1 represents the highest United States indifference 
curve that can be reached by AB. Before trade, the 
United States will maximize its satisfactions by produc-
ing and consuming at a, the point o£ tangency between the 
curves. After trade, it will reach a higher indifference 
curve, Curve #2, by producing at b and exchanging cloth 
£or wheat. In this case, the Uni~ed States is exporting 
cloth, the good requiring relatively large amounts of 
our scarce factor, labor and importing whe~t which needs 
much capital, our abundant factor. Our unusually great 
demand for the good usiUg.large amounts of our abundant 
factor has contraverted the theory that a country will 
export these goods in return for commodities needing much 
of its scarce factor. 
R. w. Jones similarly argues that the Leontief 
definition o£ £actor abundance is not the Ohlin definition. 
Jones showed the difference symbolically. If P refers to 
price, C is capital~ L is labor and there are two countries, 
1 and 2, to Ohlin, Country 1 is capital rich if before 
trade <J:Z>l "-. <~{;)2. Jones finds that Leontief believes 
y 
that Country 1 has a relative abundance of capital if 
the pre-trade factor ratio is~<~. The Ohlin equation 
Ll L2 
relates the relative prices of factors in Country 1 with 
those in Country 2 whereas Leontief compares the relative 
quantities in the two countries. Just as did Valavainis-
Vail, Jones finds that using the Leontief definition of 
rtabundance, n the Ohlin theorem is not necessarily true. 
Demand conditions may inter£ ere. 
Jones's point that differences in relative factor 
endowments imparts a bias on the supply ~ide, but not one 
sufficient to insure the validity of the Ohlin thesis may 
be shown with the help of transformation curves. 
y 
A transformation curve (production possibilities 
curve) shows the amounts o£ two goods that can be produced 
with the factors available. Assume that good X is capital-
intensive and good Y is labor-intensive. Let the vertical 
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axis represent good Y and the horizontal· axis good X. 
Transformation curve 1 will represent the combinations 
of X and Y that country 1 is able to produce. Curve 2 
shows the amount of goods X and Y that country 2 can 
produce. Curve l is drawn flatter than curve 2 to indicate 
that the factor endowment in country l is not the same as 
that _in country 2. The transformation curves tell what 
combinations of goods can be produced, not what actually 
will be. Demand must be considered. The tastes of a 
country can be shown by community indifference curves. 
An indifference curve represents a series of points where 
the total satisfactions of a community are equal. 
In the absence of trade each of the Gountries will 
produce and consume at the point where their production 
possibility curve is tangent to the highest possible 
indifference curve. At this point satisfactions will be 
maximized. Country 1 will produce and consume OX'' of 
good X and OY'' of goodY, while country 2 produces and 
consumes OX' of X and OY' o:f Y. On the above supposition 
that X is the capital-intensive good, it is clear that 
cou~try l has an advantage in its production because of 
the shape of its transformation curve. This is the bias 
on the supply side referred to. (Graph 4.~) 
Droppi~g the assumption that tastes in the countries 
are identical, and representing the different preferences 
by two distinct indifference maps (labelled (1) :for country 
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1 and ( 2) .for country 2), it could be that although 
country 1 has the greater supply o:f :factors suitable :for 
producing the capital-intensive good, it will produce and 
consume :fewer o:f these and more o:f the labor-intensive 
commodities than will country 2. Demand conditions can, 
then, eontravert the theory. (Graph 4.~) 
The late Norman S. Buchanan offered a :fourth 
criticism to Leontie:f's statistics. He argued that, 
The capital coefficients in the Leontie:f 
model are not really capital coefficients 
in the sense of international trade theory 
in that they measure the 'quantity' o:f capital 
per unit o:f output. Rather they are invest-
ment requirements coefficients, i.e., the 
amount of investment in capital goods per unit 
of value product that is used, on the average, 
in the various industries appearing in 
(Leontief's) table •••• Provided that the 
durability of capital in all industries be-
ing compared is {approximately) the same, the 
investments coefficients wo~ld proximate the 
capital input coefficients. 
That is, if the proper measure of capital inputs is the 
per unit depreciation of the capital goods involved, i:f 
depreciation rates in each industry were equal, the 
charge to the unit would be proportional to the amount 
o:f capital required. Therefore, it would be legitimate 
to use capital-output :figures to represent capital used 
up in production of each good. However, it is not clear 
that the capital stock o:f each industry depreciates at 
the same rate. The opposite can be argued from a con-
sideration of the rate o:f return on invested capital. 
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If depreciation rates in each industry were equal, as 
depreciation is a cost, where the amount of capital was 
comparatively large the yield on capital would be 
relatively small. But such an inverse relationship is 
not found. Therefore, depreciation rates are probably 
different in different industries. They are probably 
more a function of the type of capital good involved 
than of the amount of capital investment. 
From the foregoing, it follows that, 
• • • the Leontief investment requirements 
coefficients are probab112an unreliable index of capital inputs. · 
Perh~ps the most effective of the critics of 
Professor Leontief's statistics is Boris Swerling, who 
points out several possible flaws. In 1947, Leontief's 
base year, American exports were almost three times 
as large as imports. Reducing each by an equal amount 
gives, then, an upward bias to imports. 
Now as the category agriculture and fisheries 
was approximately triple the size of any other classi-
fication of imports, and as this has an abnormally high 
capital-labor ratio, the failure to reduce imports and 
exports proportionately, rather than equally, has had 
the effect of heavily weighting the capital-labor ratio 
of imports. At the same time, because most exports 
contribute someth~ng to it, wholesale trade was the 
22rbid. 
-
sector with the largest net exports. As this also has 
an abnormally low capital-labor ratio, the capital 
intensity of exports contains a downward bias. Too, 
while imports are taken at port values, exports are 
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given at producers' costs and a large amount is allocated 
to the category trade and railroad transportation. There 
is no offsetting entry on the import side to balance off 
·this low capital-labor group of exports. 
In Swerling's view, it was not correct for 
Professor Leontief to weighteach industry in proportion 
to the dollar value of its net imports or exports. He. 
is effectively weig~ng those industries that are 
heavily involved in international trade at the expense 
of those that are not. Swerling argues that this is 
illegitimate where the results of the analysis are to 
serve as the basis for a generalization on the relative 
supply of factors here and abroad. The comparison would 
have to be between the capital and labor content of all 
domestic production, not merely that exported, and foreign 
output. Finally, it is perfectly apparent to Swerling 
that 1947 was too highly atypical of trade to serve mean-
ingfully as a base year. European exports were still 
only two-thirds of the pre-war level. The United States, 
financing almost fifty per cent of its exports by grants 
and various other forms of aid, had a larger trade surplus 
than at any other time in our history. A speci~ic 
instance of the abnormality o~ trading relations may 
be use~ul. 
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In 1947, Japanese textiles did not even appear 
on the European market. Our exports o~ finished cotton 
cl0th reflected this unusual lack o~ competition by 
being substantially greater than is normal. On the· other 
hand, our exports o~ raw cotton were correspondingly 
less thqn usual. Although it is perhaps surprising, raw 
cotton has a higher capital-labor ratio than the 
~inished cotton products. As a result, the United States 
capital-labor ratio o~ exports suf~ered. An analagous 
situation prevailed in wheat and ~lour. In 1947 ~lour 
was 45 per cent of all the wheat shipped while in 
1950-52 it was 15 per cent. In addition, the uncommonly 
heavy imports of raw cane sugar and copra used·to replace 
wa~ depleted stocks provided even further divergence 
~rom the normal situation. 
A ~inal criticism, of~ered by both Ellsworth and · 
Daniere, concerns Professor Leontief's interpretation of 
his data rather than his technique of arriving at it. 
Ellsworth says that Leontie~, in order to make his 
statistics consistent with the Ohlin thesis, rejects the 
implicit assumption of qualitative factor identity and 
assumes United States labor is more productive than that 
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abroad for reasons that are independent of our supply of 
capital. But this approach is awkward conceptually. A 
more satisfactory approach is, 
• • • to regard labor as everywhere inherently 
the same in quality and to explain the patently 
higher productivity of American labor in terms 
of more abundant supplies of the cooperating 
factors •• ~3 entrepreneurship, natural resources, and cap·ital. 
Daniere makes the same point when he says that 
Leontief has incorrectly explained the difference in 
domestic and foreign labor productivity in terms of 
the superiority of the American worker. That is, he 
has assumed that in combinat·ion with identical quantities 
of the other factors, the American is more productive 
than the worker abroad. Daniere argues that the influence 
of the other factors in combination with labor should be 
considered. 
In 1956 Professor Leontief presented a rebuttal 
to some of the criticisms made of his thesis. He admitted 
that several shortcomings of the input-output study of the 
factor composition of American foreign trade had been 
pointed out. He argued that certain methods and techniques 
were used solely for pragmatic reasons and no attempt was 
made to justify them in theoretical terms. For example, 
several have argued that it is improper to use the domestic 
capital-labor ratio of import-replacements as the factor 
23Ellsworth, op-. cit., P• 281. 
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mix of imports. ~owever, given the fact that there 
are no foreign statistics available in this matter~ the 
question reduces itself to the use ~f this substitute or 
nothing. And as Romney Robinson has pointed out, there 
is still the problem of explaining why the capital-
labor ratio of import-replacements is greater than that 
of exports. 
Certain refinements have been introduced with the 
further study of this question. The factor labor, which 
in the first study had been treated as homogeneous, has 
been separated into different categories according to 
levels of skill. 
While in the original analysis it was described 
in terms of undifferentiated man-years, in 
certain phases of the subsequent inquiry a 
breakdown of labor units by major skill and 
occupational groups was introduced. The measure-
ment of labor units in terms of wages paid 
reflects the same distinction, insofar as it 
amounts to weighting in the process of 
aggregation the man-years of each skill gro~p 
by its respective average annual wage rate. 4 
A relatively·frequently mentioned criticism was 
that the original study ignored the effects on relative 
factor prices of differences in the supply of natural 
resources as between the two countries. 
Absence of comprehensive statistical information 
concerning their supply and utilization makes an 
explicit inclusion of natural resources into our 
input-output computations, along2~ith capital and labor, as yet impracticable. ' 
24wassily Leontief, "Factor Proportions and the 
Structure· of American Trade: Further Theoretical and 
Empirical Analysis," Review of Economics and Statistics, 
Vol. XXXVIII~ No. 4, November, l956, P• 394. 
25Ibid., P• 395. 
In the meantime, the effects of natural 
resources on the structure of United States 
foreign trade can be assessed only on the 
basis of partial information and indirect--
an~ becau~g of that admittedly tenuous--
ev~dence. 
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In regard to natural resources, it has been claimed that 
in instances the greater foreign supply of a particular 
resource allows it an advantage in producing a particular 
good. An example given is paper. 
The actual supply of a domestic natural 
resource • • • might be short and thus 
impose an effective limit on the output 
of the extractive industry or industries 
which use it as a direct input. 'In the 
latter instance, if the products of these 
extractive industries in contrast to the 
resource itself are transportable these 
products7will probably be impor,ted frmm al:)road. 2 
This means that although they seem to compete with 
corresponding domestic outputs in an economy, such imports 
might play the same role as obviously non-competitive 
imports, such as coffee, and consequently should be explained 
in the same terms. 
The later analysis has excluded the categories 
wholesale trade, transportation, banking, etc., in fact 
all of those groups that could not be found in foreign 
trade statistics. 
The distortion in the capital-labor ratio of 
domestic agriculture due to government· intervention :-~ .. ..::. 
26 Ibid. 
27Ib~d. 
and the difficulties involved in collecting accurate 
labor input fig~res from this largely self-employed 
group has caused Leontief to exclude it and the 
corresponding category on the import side from con-
sideration. 
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With these adjustments, the results of the second 
and apparently more precise study nevertheless support 
the conclusions of the earlier investigation. The capital-
labor ratio of import-replacements is still found to be 
greater than that of exports. 
As should have been expected, the relative 
excess of man-years incorporated in one . 
million dollars worth of United States 
exports over the quantity of labor absorbed 
in the production of an equivalent amount 
of domestic goods competing with foreign 
imports is definitely concentrated in the 
higher skills. The lower, i.e, unskilled, 
category, taken by itself, shows, as a matter 
of fact, percentagewise a q~~te large 
surplus of the import side. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The evident implication from the Ohlin analysis of 
trade is that from a knowledge of the factor composition of 
imports and exports a coun.try's relative factor endowment 
can be determined. It is on this basis that the Leontief 
study was undertaken. It was also on the basis of accepting 
this that many of Leontief*s critics voiced their varied 
ebjections to either his data or his interpretation of it. 
That is, in the effort to preserve both the classical 
explanation of trade and their ideas concerning the relative 
abundance of capital in the United States, the Leontief 
study was quite systemically attacked, for if the data giving 
rise to the dilemma could be shown t~ be incorrect, it would 
not be necessary to choose between the two apparently contra-
dictory ideas. 
Other commentator~ have chosen to accept Professor 
Leontief•s study as an important argument that the Ohlin 
theorem is invalid or at least inadequate. In general, then, 
and allowing f0r some overlapping, the critics may be divided 
into two groups: 
1) Those who support the Ohlin theory and therefore 
either disparage Leontief's study er aeeept both it and his 
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parado:Kieal interpretation of its findings as expressed in 
his original article, and 
2) Those who find in Leontief's figures evidence that 
the treatment of Ohlin, and therefore the classical trade 
theory in general, is at best inappropriate in the contem-
parary world. 
The criticisms of the first group, the supporters of 
the classical position, appear in general to be both valid and 
effective, but not sufficiently so as to show that the 
statistics compiled by Leontief are not, in essence, correct. 
That is, although it has been rather strenuously attacked, the 
essential conclusion of the study remains unscathed. The 
United States does appear to import geoas, dGmestic production 
of which would require more capital and less labor than are 
contained in our exports. The explanation of this in terms 
of the inherent superiority of the American worker is not, of 
course, a necessary part of his position. His study has been 
primarily one of determining the factor content of traded goods 
and its main conclusions refer to the existence of certain 
proportions of labor and capital and not to the reasons why 
they are this way. 
Hore specifically, Swerling has pointed out that the 
study co~tains flaws of statistical technique: an equal 
rather than a proportional reduction in exports and imports 
results in an upward bias to the capital.labor ratio of imports, 
the presence of transportation in exports and its absence in 
imports gives a downward bias to the capital intensity of 
exports, and the weighting of industries by volume of inter-
national trade rather than by the volame of their production 
and the use of such an atypical base year have both distorted 
our capital-labor position. Valavainis-Vail has argued that 
the input-output model is by its nature unsuitable for a 
study of international trade. Buchanan has shown that the 
coefficients represented in the model as capital inputs are 
actually investment requirements. Granick and Jones feel 
that it was incorrect to use the methods of producing import-
replacements as those of imports proper. Swerling and Ells-
worth have argued that, even if the data was correct, the 
Leontief interpretation should be rejected. Buchanan and 
Swerling have pointed out that the data could be explained 
by Leontief•s failure to consider natural resources. And 
finallY; Valavainis-Vail and Jones expressed their feeling 
that where Leontief's idea of factor abundance was used, 
demand conditions could explain the Leontief results. 
In general, then, although the objections to Leontief's 
data and its interpretation have a good deal of merit, they 
do not appear to be strong enough to force rejection of the 
study. It has been shown in Chapter IV that Leontief was able 
to successfully deal with several of the criticisms in his 
second article. Essentially, he admitted their validity but 
proved their unimportance by allowing for them in his later 
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work and still coming to the same conclusion as to the factor 
composition of our imports and exports. For example, 
Professor Leontief withdrew from the study the category of 
agriculture because of the difficulty of determining labor 
inputs. Transportation, banking and other groups were a~so 
removed from his tables of imports and exports by group 
because foreign statistics conside~ed necessary were not avail-
able. Despite these and other refinements, the conclusion of 
the earlier study, that America imported capital-intensive 
and exported labor-intensive goods, was found by Leontief to 
hold. 
This can be expressed differently. If it is objected 
v that the study has no validity because it does not use the 
labor-capital input ratio of actual imports, the question 
may be asked why the ratio of import replacements is higher 
than that of exports. Or, if the study is repudiated because 
it ignores the natural resources involved in producing a good, 
Leontief could legitimately argue, as he did, that the alter-
native to the assumption of similar resource endoWment is to 
assume on the basis of indirect, vague information that 
certain countries have particular amounts of resources. He 
felt that this was a less desirable supposition to make. Or, 
if it was pointed out that the use of certain categories should 
bias the results of the study, removing them from consideration 
shows that if there was a bias it was nop of great importance. 
And so on. The essence of the Leontief conclusion, that we 
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export labor-intensive goods and import capital-intensive 
goods, is unaffected by the eritieism, despite the fact that 
the criticism is accurate. It is important, but not of such 
force as to compel withdrawal of the conclusion of the study. 
The second group of cemmentators, those who see the 
Leontief study as evidence of the inability of the classical 
doctrine as expressed by Ohlin, to define patterns of trade 
is smaller in number but semewhat more effective than the 
first group. It appears ta me that, in a certain sense~ 
they have successfully established their thesis that the 
character of trade cannot be adequately explained by the 
classical doctrine, with its cross-section analysis and its 
adoption of a variety of unreal assumptions. The Leontief 
study supports this conclusion. In order to be consistent 
with the Ohlin theorem, and still not 11 subvert common sense, 11 
his statistics would have to show that we export our surplus 
capital in exchange for the surplus labor of foreign countries. 
Its failure to provide such data forces a choice to be made 
between the theory and all of the independent evidence avail-
able on the American capital position. In this situation the 
theory must be rejected. 
In order to assert that trade patterns will follow 
relative factor endowments, Ohlin has had to suppose several 
important conditions. For ex~ple, his simplified analysis 
assumes perfect competition, full employment, _commodity and 
factor homogeneity both within and between countries, internal 
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mobili~y and e~~ernal im~obility or fac~ers, constant costs, 
identical production functions. in both countries, the relation 
between income levels and the character of goods traded, and, 
possibly the most ~estrictive and unr~al supposition of all, 
ide~tical demand funptions in both countries. With these 
assumptions it is true that a country will export the product 
of its abundant factor. But such an abstraction so widens 
the gap between theory and reality as to make the theory 
meaningless~ In any given situation, it can be said with 
absolute assurance that some if not most of those frictions 
that have been assumed away will actually be present. The 
test of the value of the theory will be in its ability to 
explain why a certain flow of trade is taking place. The 
simplified version of the Ohlin theory cannot possibly do this 
because it has supposed to be non-existent those many "fric-
tions" which are possibly the most frequent explanations. 
Withdrawing at least the more unrealistic of the 
suppositions does not help the elassical approach to explain 
trade. It is true that it more closely approaches reality, 
of course, but it is nevertheless incapable of a meaningful 
analysis. In any given situation, if the pattern conforms to 
the simplified version the Ohlin approach would consider it 
to be "normal," while ir it appeared to run counter to what 
could be expected from a knowledge of relative factor endow-
ments it could be explained in terms of "frictions." The 
present problem is a case in point. If Leontief had shown 
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that the United States ~xported capital-intensive goods, the 
adherents of the classical approach could feel quite satisfied 
with the utility of the theory. If the data had shown instead, 
as it did, that we exported labor-intensive commodities, 
these same supporters of Ohlin could explain the divergence 
from the "normal" by a recourse to unusual conditions of 
demand, a difference in the productivity of what were erron-
eously taken as qualitatively identical factors, or any other 
of the mentioned nresistances 11 to an explanation in terms of 
the comparative factor endowments. By explaining everything, 
the theory actually would explain nothing. A theery that is 
capable of understanding any conceivable situation~ post, 
but is incapable of treating situations with anything more 
than a bare minimum of probability, y ~~ is not of great 
value. 
To this point, I have been convinced of the validity 
of most of the criticism offered, both in support of and in 
attack on, the Ohlin theorem. However, the.effort has been 
made above to show that the evidence offered in support of 
Ohlin has not been as definitive as it perhaps had appeared 
to be previous to Leontief's further study. That is, taking 
the form of a rejection of the data that has given rise to 
the question of the value of the classical amalysis, it has 
made many successful sorties without harming the essence of 
the study. The fact remains that on the basis of the best 
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data available our exports contain more labor and less 
capital than do our import-replacements. I have also 
attempted to show the reasonableness of rejecting the 
classical treatment as able to explain factor endowments 
from a st~dy of goods involved in trade. As shown by the 
Leontief study and his early interpretation ef the results 
of that study, the theory is not able to meaningfully explain 
why certain goods will be imported and exported by a country. 
Specifically, confronted with a factor composition of imports 
and exports _that is contradictory to reasonable ideas concern-
ing the relative factor endowment of the United States, 
recourse ~'las had to the "friction" of the qualitative he-tero-
geneity of factors here and abroad. Again, by explaining too 
much, the theory actually explains nothing. 
To say or to imply that the Ohlin analysis is 
inadequate because it is not capable of accurately describing 
relative factor endowments from a knowledge of the factor 
composition of imports and exports, seems to me to involve 
a logical error. If C is a function of A and B, a knowledge 
of A and B will determine Ce However, a knowledge of C 
tells us nothing about either A or B. The functional relation-
ship is not reversible. It does not appear to be valid to 
argue that since the classical treatment is unable to derive 
the causes of a pa~tern of trade (A and B) although the 
relative quantity of factors involved in the goods traded is 
known (C), it is inadequate. 
The Marshallian partial-equilibrium analysis of 
price may be taken as a similar case. Neither demand nor 
supply taken individually determine price. It is the inter-
action of each on the other that does. If we know the value 
of supply and the value of demand, we are able to determine 
price. But knowing the value of price is of little help in 
deriving the values of supply and demand. The analysis 
is useful despite its inability to take a given price and 
explain its derivation. 
The Ohlin analysis, in its complete form, is a state-
ment 0f the variables that act to produce a particular 
pattern ~f trade. Although the eoeffieients of each of these 
variables are, of course, a matter for factual determination, 
Ohlin believes that the value of the coefficient of the 
relative factor endowment variable is erdinarily sufficiently 
large as to overcome any contradictory pressures from other 
variables. Relative factor endowments are ordinarily 
sufficiently important to describe the course of trade, 
although demand, economies of scale, ete., may upset the usual 
expectations. 
If the value of each variable was known, the course of 
trade could be described in any situation with great accuracy. 
That is, the factual imformation concerning the degree of 
employment of factors, the presence of economies of scale, 
' 
the strength of demand, etc., must be inserted into the theory 
in order for it to be able to describe the imports and exports 
of a country. 
In order to show that the theory is inadequate it must 
be shown that either another theory would explain the same 
situations as well or better in relation to its demands either 
for facts or far assumptions, or else that a theory of inter-
national trade must be able to accurately picture the dompesi-
tion of a country•s imports and exports without recourse to 
facts or, as a substitute, assumptions and generalizations. 
It is essentially because the theory refuses to ignore some of 
the variables, some of the possible determinants ef trade 
patterns, that it is accused of being able to explain every-
thing and therefore nothing• 
In summary, Leontief's study is sufficiently accurate 
to force rejection of the simplified version of the Ohlin 
theorem. Ohlin, his supporters, and his critics would all 
agree that the character of trade cannot always be adequately 
described solely in terms of relative factor endowments. But 
this says nothing of whether the·complete Ohlin theory, with 
its consideration of several possibilities that can only be 
properly eliminated by factual data, is of value. It is 
illegitimate to reject it on the grounds that it includes too 
much, if "too much'' coincides with the real possibilities 
inv0lved. Nor is it important to argue that it is unable to 
explain factor endowments from a knewledge of the factor 
compositien of traded goods. for this is a theoretical 
impossibility without ~actual information as to the strength 
of the alternative explanations for a particular trade situa-
tion. Relative factor endowment seems to me to be only one 
of the variables that must be known in order to understand why 
a particular good is imported or exported. 
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TABLE 11 
O.Al'ITAL iN D LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FINAL OUTPUT OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS t 
WORTH OF MC1l'OR VEHICLES 
Requirements per million dollars Recp. irements per million 
Output of output of industry listed dollars of final output of 
Requ.irementsf on left motor vehicles 
Industry ( thousa:t ds of Capital Labor Capital Labor 
dollars) (thousands of (man years) (thousands of (man years) 
dolll rs) dollars) 
1 2 3 
26. Motor vehicles (1.45) 1,457 .. 45 565.8 60.340 824.,6 87.942: 
15. Iron and steel 235.14 1,026.3 77·777 24le3 18.288 
19· Other fabricated metal products ll8.25 713.5 95·335 84.5 ll.273 
16. Nonferrous metals 78.69 1,001.6 55.715 78.8 4.384 
25. Other electrical machinery 75.50 551.1 102.638 41.6 1·149 
22. other non-electrical machinery 60.70 775·7 96.579 47.1 5.862 
10. ChemicaLs 57·95 592..~1 49.779 34.3 2.885 
12. Rubber products 56.19 49>.1 90.172: 27·7 5.061 
31. Railroad trasportation 50.18 3,343.3 153~~0 167.8 7.710 
u. !Products of petroleum & coal 46 .. 85 1,397.2 29.843 65.5 le398 
4· Textile mill products 39.~9 493.6 no.563 19.4 4e344 
14· Stone, cl~ and glass products 33.64 1,026.3 128.539 34.5 4.324 
8. JPaper and allied products 31.95 564.1 64~805 18.0 2.071 
34. Trade 31.82: 984.9 165.876 31. .) 5.278 
30. Coal, gas and electric power 29.50 2,222.6 99.318 65.6 a.93D 
1. Agriculture and fisheries 27.53 ~,524.4 82.025 69.5 2~258 
21. Metalworking machinery 27.48 1,246~9 130.705 34.3 3.592. 
33· Other transportation 23.88 928.3 121.576 22.,2 2.903 
9· )Printing and publishing 19.72:: 436.0 114.038 8.6 2.249 
38. Business services 18.44 144.5 91.543 2: ·1 le799 (X) 
-.:) 
['.AJ3LE 1 (Cont•d) 
Requirements per million dollars Requirements per million 
of output of industry listed dollars of final output 
0utput on left of motor vehicles 
Industry Requirements Capital L?bor Capital Labor 
(thousands of (thousands of (man years) (thousands of (man years) 
dollars) dollars) dollars) 
39· Fersonal and repair services 18.10 681.8 183.503 12.3 3e321 
6. Lumber ani mod products 15.98 531·9 141.540 8.6 2.2:62 
5. Apparel 13.74 262.2 108.795 3e6 1.495 
29. Miscellaneous manufacturing ll.26 439e4 100.3&!. 4.9 lel)) 
37· Rental 10.68 8,156.5 16.324 87.1 .174 
28. f.rofessiona1 and scientific equipment 10.35 841.8 133.129 8.7 le378 
2:. Food and kindred products 9.98 361.9 43.143 3.6 .431 
36. Finance and insurance 9.83 28.2 92.242 ·3 ·901 35. Communications 6.21 4,645.4 163.097 28.8 1.013 
44. Eating and Drinking Places 6.02 688.0 125.365 4.1 ·155 
27. Other transportation equipment 5~11 759.0 122.419 3e9 .6:!6 
13. Leather and leather products 5.06 264.0 109.629 1.3 .555 
23. Motors and generators 4~99 404.3 ll7·771 2.0 .588 
24. Radios 4.65 449~0 124~097 2.1 -.571 
7· Furniture and fixtures 4.2.8 485.1 116.923 2.1 .5oo 
18. Structural metal products 3·19 441.9 83.300- 1~7 .316 
20. Agriculture, mining & construction mach. 3.65 838.6 87.794 3.1 .320 
17. Plumbing and heating supplies 2.67 509.9 99~388 1.4 .,265 
40. Medical, educational and non-profit org. 1 s 2.05 2,689.5 253.044 5.5 .519 
3· Tobacco manufactures -.53 557.6 40.539 ·3 .021 
41. Amusements .10 1,082.9 166.899 .1 .017 
Total requirements in all industries per million dollars of final output of motor vehicles 2104.8 201.476 
-lFrom Leontief, II Domestic froduction and Foreign Trade; The American Capital Position Re-examined, tt }Toceedings 
of the American fhilosophical Societ,y, Vol. 97, No.4, September, 1953, P• 334. 
2The output required from each industry in order to produce one million dollar's worth of motor vehicles for 
export or domestic consumption. 
.ABSTRACT 
In his distinction between precious metals and 
wealth, Adam Smith destroyed the basis of the Mercantilist 
doctrine of protectionism. He provided a more positive 
rationale for international trade in explaining that the 
wealth of a nation depended primarily on an increase in 
productivity as a result of the division of labor and 
that the extent of this division, and therefore the 
potential gain, was restricted by the size of the market 
for the goods. Removal of the inhibitions to inter-
national exchange added foreign demand to that of the 
domestic market. Ricardo pointed out that trade between 
nations does not require that each be more efficient in 
the production of at least one commodity. The theory of 
comparative advantage shows that it is only necessary that 
one of the countries involved be not equally more efficient 
in all lines of production. Mill's equation of Inter-
national Demand explained that the gains to a country were 
a function of the strength of its demand for foreign 
products in relation to the foreign demand for its goods. 
Marshall combined the older classical analysis, with its 
explanation in terms of supply and the Austrian approach 
which concentrated on demand. 
~ ····.,._ 
'-
f'" 
The mutually interdependent theory of value 
recognizes that the value of every good and factor in 
an economy is related to the value of every other good 
and factor. Bertil Ohlin expressed the classical theory 
of international trade in these more modern value terms. 
Countries export goods, not because they have a com-
parative advantage in terms of labor inputs, but because 
they are able to sell the goods at a lower price than can 
foreign producers. They are able to undersell producers 
abroad if the factor required by the good in comparatively 
large amounts is less expensive here than abroad. Generally, 
a factor will be less expensive in that country possessing 
it in larger quantities in relation to the supply of other 
factors. Then, the ability of a country to produce and 
sell a good at a lower price than can foreign producers 
depends on the relative abundance or scarcity of the primary 
factor involved in production of the commodity. 
In explaining the character of any particular flow 
of trade, there are several reasons why it may not follow 
the pattern that might be expected from a knowledge of 
relative factor endowments in each country involved. 
Probably the most important is that demand conditions may 
interfere. The industry may not be purely competitive, 
there may be some unemployment of factors, commodities or 
factors may not be qualitatively identical, economies of 
scale may be possible and transport costs may influence 
the character of trade. On balance, however, these are 
likely to be outweighed by the .effects of varying factor 
endowments. 
Professor Leontief has determined that the 
United States exports goods that have .more labor and 
less capital than would be required to produce a quantity 
of' the goods that we now import. That is, the capital-
intensity of exports is lower than that of import~~eplacements. 
According to the simplified version of the Ohlin thesis, 
we should, then, have a comparatively large amount of 
labor and little capital. This finding contradicts the 
widely-held belief that the United States has a great 
abundance of capital and comparatively little labor. 
Therefore, if the statistics derived in the study are 
accurate, either the simplified version of the Ohlin 
analysis is not correct or is at least inadequate or 
the conviction that we are capital-rich must be d~arded. 
Professor Leontief believes that we do not have a relative 
abundance of labor and that therefore the classical 
doctrine is valid. The view that we have comparatively 
little labor is derived from a determination of its 
supply by a simple counting of heads. The appropriate 
measure is not this but rather a determination of our 
supply of labor efficiency units. ,We arrive at our actual 
quantity o£ these efficiency units by multiplying 
our number o£ workers by three. Further studies show 
that we export products containing comparatively 
large amounts o£ skilled labor and import goods with a 
high proportion o£ unskilled labor, a finding that is 
both reasonable and consistent with the interpretation 
o£ the earlier studye 
Excepting Daniere, none o£ the commentators on 
the subject accept Leontief's solution. Those who 
support the Ohlin doctrine do so by attacking Leontie£'s 
study. Some, such as Swerling, Valavainis-Vail and 
Buchanan have concentrated their criticism on Professor 
Leontief's statistical techniques. Ellsworth and Jones 
reject his interpretation o:f the data. On the other hand, 
Robinson, Williams and Losch argue for the inadequacy of 
the Ohlin analysis. Granick £eels that the entire question 
is insoluble and therefore without meaning. 
The £act that Professor Leontie:f could modify 
his earlier study by allowing £or many o£ the criticisms 
o££ered without this affecting the essential conclusion 
o£ the earlier work indicates that they were not o£ 
compelling force. Those who accepted in essence the 
Leontie:f study and directed their e££orts to showing.the 
inability o£ bhe classical doctrine to explain such 
., 
patterns of trade were more convincing. The simplified 
version of the Ohlin doctrine is evidently incapable of 
reconciling American exports of labor-intensive goods 
with a comparative abundance of capital and scarcity of 
labor. The full theory is inadequate in the sense that 
it allows for so many possible explanations that it is 
not able to give a meaningful interpretation. According 
to it, the United States could export labor-intensive 
goods whether it had relatively much or little labor. It 
can explain everything ex post and nothing ex ante. 
It appears, then, that the United States does, in 
fact, export labor-intensive goods. It is also true that 
the Ohlin analysis is unable to derive factor endowments 
from a knowledge of the factor comp~sition of imports and 
exports. It is not necessarily true, however, that this 
shows the theory to be incorrect or inadequate in a more 
important sense. To argue that it should be discarded, 
it is necessary to imply that it cannot do what it should 
be able to do or that another theory could perform in 
some better way. The latter objection to the classical 
doctrine lacks force in the absence of any amply developed 
alternative. The former is based on the premise that if 
it claims to be able to explain the character of trade 
from a knowledge of various causes then it should be able 
to derive the causes from a knowledge of the character 
of the goods traded. But why this is true is not clear. 
On the contrary a functional relationship is not reversible. 
If the full theory cannot explain why certain goods are 
imported and exported it is because the factual knowledge 
that is necessary if assumptions are not to be allowed 
as too demanding, is missing. In a sense, rather than 
being able to explain everything ex post and nothing ~ 
~, it is able to explain everything ex ante and nothing 
ex post. And this is what can be legitimately expected 
of it. 
